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Once upon a time there were aliens who rode a spaceship that crashed into an island where there was a hotel. The spaceship looked like a green sun to disguise itself. It floated through the air over a little hotel. The sky turned purple and the spaceship crashed.
Nearby, there was a little crooked house where a little old bald man lived. The aliens took the old man away while he was sleeping. The sun was covered by a little tiny cloud that the aliens made out of rubber so it could never be sunny again.
Down the road, there was a house where it could never be cloudy. The sun was always shining there! The aliens couldn't make it cloudy.
Further down the road, there was another tiny house. It was very rickety! An alien disguised as a person came to this house where a young boy let him in. They spent the day together until the alien took him to the spaceship.
Back at the spaceship, the little boy and old man were being held in the yellow cage. The aliens zapped their lasers, and suddenly, the little boy and old man turned into aliens forever!

The End